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Matrix Method: Looking as Generator for Creativity
Thierry Lagrange, Faculty of Architecture, KU Leuven

Abstract
The central theme of the research project presented in this paper is the act of looking at
the way a person is looking. An essential part of this investigation concerns the
development of a creative method; the Matrix Method. This method makes use of
‘matrices’ as tools to generate experiences and creative ideas by using the look as a
layered way of acting. With this method we develop tools for collaboration, so that people
can solve the types of problems that are characteristic of their domain or discipline. This
might be architectural design, but we have also tackled communication, acting and
organization development.
The research project explores how looking is related to this technique. This relation is a
central theme during the fieldwork and in the ensuing discussion. C. Otto Scharmer’s
Theory U, the phenomenon of indistinctness, the Self, the relation with other creative
techniques and forms of intuition are important themes in this reflection and are part of
this paper.
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The central theme of the present research project ‘Look Here Now, Mapping Design
Trajectories’ (Lagrange, 2013) is the act of looking (as an event in physical and social
space) at the way a person is looking. The context in which this theme was developed
was set out in a series of maps, drawn by an alter ego: the cartographer. These maps are
representations of each of the stages in the present research trajectory. Above all, these
maps represent one very specific aspect of this research project: the fact that it is a
landscape, to be discovered step by step. The idea of a cartographer drafting maps of the
research project as if it was a landscape is based on Jean-Marc Besse’s theory (Besse,
2001).
My professional background as an architect, a photographer and a teacher is an essential
part of the context in which this artistic based research project was developed. My
research trajectory starts off in the field of architecture and has subsequently extended its
scope to include photography.
The project was measured against several theories (Cross, 2007; Zeisel, 1981; Christofol
& Findeli, 1994; British Design Council, 2011), in particular C. Otto Scharmer’s Theory U
(2009). This important theory with regard to the self features prominently in this research
project, as does the Self, our deepest source of knowledge and inspiration. Theory U has
examined the self from a sociological point of view and created a theoretical framework
that also serves to clarify certain elements of the present research project. Scharmer’s
Theory U and his concept of presencing, a blending of sensing and presence, will help us
to understand how, at a certain point, the event of looking transforms from downloading (a
one-dimensional way of connecting) to seeing (a way of connecting with an open mind) to
sensing (an empathic way of connecting) and to presencing, situated on a U-curve.
Presencing is a moment in which a person is connected to the deepest source, from
which the field of the future begins to arise.

Figure 1: Scheme of Theory U, all stages are situated on a U-curve
Scharmer proposes a specific way of connecting with the world (with our self, with others,
in an organization…). Let us see whether looking can be an act of connecting. If so, it
might be possible to apply Scharmer’s ideas to the very elementary way of looking.
Scharmer’s Theory U features a broad range of ways of connecting on several scales
(micro, meso, macro, mundo). Looking is, in many cases, implicitly included as one
potential way of connecting. But Scharmer doesn’t particularly focus on the event of
looking. Given the fact that the examples illustrating his thoughts and experiences are
derived from every possible discipline, it is quite evident that from his perspective looking
is not the most important stage in the act of connecting with the world. Is there any way to
explicitate the way we look? To look in such a way that looking essentially becomes action,
a crucial activity, which would make the event of looking relevant in the context of Theory
U?
The research project was initiated and developed along two tracks. The ‘active’ track is
characterized by a practical attitude, requiring action and a willingness to try out
possibilities, while the reflective track is characterized by study and reflection. This second
track focuses on thought and reflection generated by the study and interpretation of the
results from the first track. In the course of this research project, a convergence of both
tracks will manifest itself. In other words: the process of becoming consciously aware of
various perspectives such as the theoretical frame and the look, becomes increasingly
enmeshed with the first track, where things are being put to trial in practice. To get back to
the point where we were looking candidly at the landscape: it is as if both aspects,
exploring a landscape (acting) and observing (reflecting on) a landscape, were reinforcing
each other. Gradually, this landscape became clearly visible, in more detail. At this point,
a blend of both punctual overview of and sinuous peregrinations through the landscape
results in the representation of a first level of the methodology on a map. A second level
becomes apparent during the discussion following on the fieldwork. In other words: the
core of the methodology is imbedded in action as well as in reflection and discussion. By
alternating intuition and consistency, oscillating from action to reflection and back, a clear
focus on certain aspects will present itself and lead to a relevant form and output, which
then becomes a subject of discussion.
The landscape that opens up, allowing us to see the underlying ideas and concepts, in
such a way as to enable us to progress, to seek new trajectories and thence gain new
insights, is an essential part of this theory of Besse. It can be a means to extend the
scope and depth of the field of design and architecture, while at the same time
establishing interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary connections with other fields. The

mechanism of abductive thinking has proved to be crucial in this context. This paper
condenses the various results obtained during the research project.

Fieldwork
In an initial reflection, the idea of analogous space was developed (Lagrange, 2008).
Engravings by, for instance, Filarete, Francesco di Giorgio Martini, Vincenzo Scamozzi
and Giovanni Battista Piranesi (Kruft, 2004) - but also works by some contemporary artists
(such as Dogville of Lars Von Trier) - can be experienced as analogous spaces. By
making use of several representational techniques (projection, perspective, etc.), in one
and the same image, each of these visualizes a space that cannot be a real existing
space. Yet whoever looked at their images was prepared to immerse himself in these
spaces and experience these spaces mentally, if not physically.

Figure 2: Francesco di Giorgio Martini. Trino, Cod. Saluzziano 148 fol. 3. Pianta di città
con figura umana inscritta
This mechanism was investigated (Lagrange, 2009), using the model of a mathematical
matrix to create an analogous space. Imagine a mathematical matrix. What we see are
two brackets containing content. In the mathematical theory of matrices, a matrix mxn is
quantified by a number of rows and columns (m, n). Depending on the circumstances, m
and n are variable and adaptable. Matrices are constructed with well-chosen dimensions
of rows and columns and calculations (addition, subtraction, multiplication…). The usual
content of such a matrix was replaced by some hard-to-define data or data which have a
layered structure or which have a subjective connotation or a combination of all of these.

Figure 3: Mathematical matrix
In a first stage, which is not the subject of this paper (Lagrange, 2011), these research
activities gave rise to a series of self–reflective actions, by using personal creations such
as architectural projects and a photo-archive and offsetting them against a series of key
notions that were significant to me in the course of my creative activities. What started in
an intuitive explorative mode with a series of sketches and drawings ended up as a first
application of the matrix as a tool to generate experiences and creative ideas. The
matrices became analogous spaces, experienced as ‘real’ spaces in which specific data
were situated. This process resulted in a first version of a script intended to provide ways
to use matrices in order to gain insights.
These experiences were communicated to outsiders. The initial script became the starting
point for developments, in conditions that were different from a specific self-reflective
context, yet similar as to the experience. The challenge was to create the right
circumstances to find out whether the group experience might also lead to new creative
ideas. This paper summarizes the most important cases. In the first few cases, Master
students of architecture and other participants worked with a previously prepared script
that did indeed spark off a chain of actions, resulting in several types of creative output.
Records were kept of all cases in the form of diaries, participants’ feedback, output
material etc. (Lagrange, 2013) A number of critical reflections on the processes were
formulated, which have resulted in a fine-tuning of the matrix technique in such
constellations. The game context, the playful mindset of the participants, the nature of the
coach-participant relation and the need for a layered look at the subject all surfaced as
important aspects of these processes. The coach’s awareness of the connection between
the stages defined by Theory U and the way participants look at their subject during these
processes has become a vital part of the way she or he conducts the matrix process.

Figure 4: Students creating matrices.

Figure 5: Example of a matrix.
In the next stage an analogous space was established within an actual physical space,
thus shifting the boundaries and transcending the limitations encountered during previous
actions. Students were asked to interact with these matrices in an actual space. This
resulted in a more spatial approach wherein the matrices became real spatial humanscaled situations.

Figure 6: Students creating matrices in physical space.
In a final stage all techniques were further developed in two separate directions. A
process involving actors was developed that has led to a clearer insight into the
correlation between analogous spaces, the use of matrices and various ways of looking.
Actors were asked to generate, during a series of improvisations, these matrices first in
space and then as mental constructions. The purpose was to deepen themes for
improvisation thereby using the matrices as generators for intensifying and sharpening
their playfulness. At the end actors were able to construct these matrices as mental
constructions while they were playing individually and together. This process led to a
deepen of the insights on the act of looking, beyond our conventional and instrumental
look, beyond an empathical way of looking. Looking became a way of (self)reflection. The
images were not anymore physical in space but they became mental and introspective.
From their reactions we can infer that playfulness gradually increases as the actors
embody these spaces more. At the start they felt uncomfortable because they were faced
with an unfamiliar constellation. To them, the idea of using a matrix had been a strange
proposal, almost from another world, but after only a little while it turned into an exciting

challenge. It was as if they saw a door through which they could enter that kind of a space.
It was also gratifying to read that to their minds, the whole process became a playful one,
from which originated their concentration on the indistinctness that counts, creating the
‘zone’, the ‘flow’ that goes with playing. This seems like an important element: the blend of
play and uncertainty leading to creative acts. Their exploration was also an exploration of
their own bodies and minds. More than in previous workshops, trust turned out to be an
important factor. Thanks to the mutual trust built up during these sessions we could go on
to effectuate a very thorough introspection, a raising of awareness, so the actors knew
implicitly what each of them was doing with his body and in his mind in relation to each
other.

Figure 7: Actors using matrices during an improvisation.
Finally a series of workshops was set up in which the use of matrices was applied to other
disciplines as an integrated part of organizational development techniques, in particular
appreciative inquiry (AI) (Cooperrider, 2005), worldwide used to enrich and optimize
organizations not by solving problems but by appreciating the good stories. This method is
established for the most part in four stages, the so-called 4-D Cycle of AI; discovery,
dream, design and destiny. The third step in this trajectory emphasizes the idea of
designing - referring to an attitude relating to, for instance, a designer or an architect. He,
too, is faced with a context that seems to lead to a design through creative thinking. Is it
imaginable that the Design step in AI can be approached by means of creative thinking?
Is this kind of attitude making the actions more effective and original? If so, this might
mean that phenomena such as leaping moments (Cross, 2007), respiratory models
(Christofol & Findeli, 1994) etc. are also relevant in this context. What about the use of the
look? Can it be instrumental in evoking, provoking insights? Can it help someone in his or
her attempts to tap their creativity - a necessity if he or she needs to design dreams?
Several workshops were organized to permit people to develop this design stage by using
matrices. The participants had various backgrounds. Handling and using images in their
professional context was not their first concern. This made this part of the process
important. It appeared to be possible to engage these people in creative processes
stimulated by using matrices and thus using all kinds of image constellations. They came
up with positive and constructive contributions toward a 4-D Cycle.

Figure 8: Work session on Appreciative Inquiry (World Appreciative Inquiry Conference
2012).
During the fieldwork colleagues were informed about my experiences and ideas in such a
way that they could conduct these workshops as well. They worked together with students
in several sessions. These were the first attempts to transfer the technique to others.
These experiences and others led to a first kind of summary of the toolbox of the matrix.
The content (words, images, sculptures), the shape, form of the matrix, going from sheets
of paper till online Wikipedia look alikes, till real sculptures and the kind of actions and
manipulations on matrices became defined for the first time. The following actions were
used during these sessions:
Juxtaposition:
This is a basic technique, applied to effectuate a variety of manipulations. It starts from the
idea that two or more elements of matrices can be brought together, eventually ones with
different characteristics (for instance an image with a word). The imaginary clash between
these elements leads to new experiences.
Filter:
Using one matrix as a filter for the others is a technique that has sprouted from the
elementary technique of juxtaposition. Using a matrix as a filter, allows more adequate
use of this technique. Let me illustrate this with an example. We have two matrices, A and
B. A is a filter. There are four major possibilities:
- Every element in A is juxtaposed to every element in B.
- Every element in A is juxtaposed to some elements in B.
- Some elements in A are juxtaposed to every element in B.
- Some elements in A are juxtaposed to some elements in B.
This demonstrates that juxtaposition can be managed rather transparently.
Chess-board:
By defining rows and columns or by attributing characteristics to them, a matrix is loaded
with circumstances. The juxtaposition of row m with column n results in a cell (m,n) that is
a juxtaposition of an insight m and an insight n. This becomes then the starting point for a
new step, which may entail seeking an expression for that cell, or to select material that
can either be positioned in that cell or not.
Travelling:
Once a matrix has been created, anybody can be invited to travel in this analogous space.
In other words, it is imaginable for any participant to walk into that space looking at a
variety of cells with content. This can lead to a series of experiences and hence also
insights.
Shuffling:

In several variants it is possible to shuffle content in an orchestrated way (in other words:
the coach can influence the proceedings by strategically deciding whether or not to do a
shuffle of one or more matrices). This normally leads to an adventurous experience, as
participants are facing a series of unknown constellations.
Intensifying:
Sometimes a matrix is composed in a well-balanced way that leads to new opportunities
and insights in a more sustainable way.

Discussions
Let us overview the issues most relevant in the context of this paper; Theory U as a way
of connecting, situating indistinctness, the self, strengthening the tool/matrix and situating
intuition in a design context. Other aspects, not discussed in this context, are the relation
with architecture, the use of abduction in a research context and a map visualising the
event of looking.
The parallel that becomes apparent between the characteristics experienced in the Ucurve and the process of this research project obviously reveals clear connections
between Theory U and the processes initiated by the use of matrices. On the one hand
Theory U optimizes the principle of coaching with the use of matrices, of understanding
what the relevance of the use of the matrix can be. On the other hand using matrices
demonstrates how they can help to optimize a trip up the U-curve.
In every case we witnessed various changes of the look, similar to the characteristics
experienced in the U-curve. The stage of presencing was only reached a few times. The
stage of seeing and sensing appeared often. A central element forms the medium used
during these processes, the matrices. Thanks to these constellations of images it was
possible to describe this ‘concurrence’, a ‘togetherness’ of the two perspectives (changing
the look and the stages in Theory U). Matrices create places in which all the stages of the
U-curve can take place and that provide an interesting environment for these stages to
take place. Indeed, the use of matrices during group sessions leads to co-creation and
moments of awareness of certain fundamental aspects of the subject matter. When
applied in a more introspective way, visiting a matrix can become a kind of meditation, as
seen in the case with acting students. By extension, the practice can become what
Scharmer calls “a collective cultivation practice” (2009, p. 188) - or a mixture of these
elements, as was the case where students visited various forms of matrices or during the
last sessions with the acting students. In these cases, surely the following comment by
Scharmer is more than apt: “A collective presencing practice is different from an individual
one in that the various sensing and presencing experiences of the individuals are used as
gateways to connecting with and entering the deeper source of collective creativity and
knowing” (2009, p. 189). In all cases featuring group sessions, such a collective practice is
already being formalised. Looking in a layered way, supported by the use of matrices, can
interfere with the stages of Theory U and may thus ideally aid in the implementation and
interpretation of the latter.
The occurrence of indistinctness as a source for creativity and the way to deal with this
ambiguity is the next topic for discussion. We sometimes noticed how facing indistinctness
induced a feeling of uncertainty, an uncomfortable feeling. Take for instance the moments
when my students were forced to face clashes of several contents of matrices,
combinations that looked odd, absurd, weird, and unclear at first sight. When in the right
mood, they subsequently looked in a more precise, more conscious way and managed to
take new strides in their thought processes. When the acting students were facing this
uncomfortable feeling, ultimately it helped them to reach new ideas, gestures, reflexive

responses that allowed them to improvise on a higher level. All this was initiated by the act
of looking that pushed the process from an uneasy situation to various forms of
playfulness and productivity. Without generalizing - in other words: without excluding other
constellations or processes – we may state that this is indeed a fruitful correlation. All my
observations on the subject of this process point to the conclusion that creativity relates to
facing the indistinctness. Also, I noticed how the feeling of unease appeared right at the
start, only to fade away and remain somewhere in the background once creative action
started taking place. In many cases I provoked this uncomfortable feeling by introducing a
period of indistinctness into the process by using images. In several workshops artificial
stages of unease at certain judiciously chosen instants were created, in order to stimulate
the creative process. If at such moments the participants, myself included, observed the
setup with the look of someone who is in a stage of downloading, this would not work. For
this manipulation to yield results, participants need to have an open mind, ready to
capture whatever elements present themselves. They should be prepared to look with the
eye of a poet and see beyond the surface, transcending these moments of indistinctness.
That is when other aspects are revealed, which are new, or at least not that close to
existing stereotypes. In this sense, coping with indistinctness may result in a broad
spectrum of variations, consolidation, insights and actions that takes us a step further in
that creative process.
A discussion on the self is not just about me, but equally about others who are involved as
well. The self was transformed in the course of these actions, by these actions.
Sometimes gently, sometimes in a flash, provocatively or profoundly and irreversibly…
Griffith describes a series of circumstances (uniqueness, process-based, relationships,
time and place dependence, embodiment, social and political dependence) that contribute
to the creation of the self (2012). The impact of the use of matrices on these aspects can
be observed. It is striking to see how in all cases developed during this research project
each of these aspects became influenced by the use of matrices. We can gain a better
understanding of the self by using matrices. We see how our look, our way of connecting
evolves from downloading to sensing and even presencing. Through this self-reflective
action an individual can engage in a ‘dialogue’ with the way he is looking. He can observe
it and generate his own map. A series of matrices function as a map of his own way of
looking. This map will mirror several aspects of the Self.
The use of matrices was benchmarked against other techniques. On the one hand there
was an extensive list of techniques (Martin, 2000). On the other hand there were what we
could call a series of design actions, the IDEO cards. Both were used to sharpen the use
of matrices as a method and the use of matrices was positioned next to these techniques
with the goal to implement them. When linked up with existing techniques, the use of
matrices leads to potential transformations of these techniques (Lagrange, 2013). This
exercise may open a debate on the propitiousness of inserting this system into a great
variety of techniques and methods, applied in a great variety of constellations.
Intuition is instrumental in all the creative processes we have observed during the stages
of this research trajectory. With various types of intuition in mind, as described by Claxton
(expertise, implicit learning, judgment, sensitivity, creativity and rumination) (2001), the
actions undertaken by the participants were examined more closely. The purpose was to
look at it and try to understand those aspects of the event of looking that are related to
intuition. Intuition seemed to be an essential factor, a requirement to initiate and
accomplish these transformations. The matrices and the manipulated matrices are spaces
in which intuition becomes more explicit. The material that will be put into the matrices is
not what we see, it is what we wanted to see in that framework: my photography (selfreflection), words that express a person’s fascination, all kind of images, phenomena
somebody is intrigued with, etc. These spaces are, in this sense, fitting objects to connect
with the occurrence of intuition. Moreover, the process of evaluation of the hypotheses

arising in the course of a creative trajectory is facilitated and enhanced by connecting
them. More than once have I witnessed this aspect. Participants explain how they use the
matrices and formulate their hypotheses. The quality of these propositions, including any
embedded conflicts, was lying there naked on the table, illustrating the pedagogical quality
of the use of matrices.
The use of matrices enriches this process. Claxton’s remarks, on the optimisation of the
conditions in which intuition should appear, match very well with the conditions in which
matrices should be used. Seeking a conducive environment (in many cases this means
quiet and solitariness), daring to wait and making attempts at playfulness, are some of the
elements mentioned here. Let me match this briefly with our matrices. To start with: a
characteristic that manifested itself in many of the cases was the fact that the matrix starts
out as an empty analogous space. This space mostly provides participants with the space
they will need. Secondly, the fact that there is never an immediate solution, that they have
to start looking for content, that the spaces have to be filled, creates a physical barrier to
immediate action and decision. This delay forces participants to wait. And finally, it
transpires from all cases how playfulness was introduced and acted as the generator of a
chain of thought. The spaces and the way they are built lead participants to reach some
insights. This is yet more evidence of its pedagogical qualities.

Conclusions
The project has resulted in both an artistic output and a research output. The artistic
output comprises video works (ZOOM, Old Masters and Landscapes #) (Lagrange, 2013)
and a book entitled The Matrix Project (Lagrange, 2013). Also, some architectural projects
were designed and have been realized during this research project.
The research output is situated on a personal level and on a general level. On a personal
level, this has been a self-reflective trajectory leading to the development of a set of
techniques that helped me to understand a series of notions that have proved to be
essential to my practice as architect and photographer. On a general level, it has
produced views on the development of analogous spaces and the development of a
creative technique called the matrix method. Analogous spaces are correlated with the
amount of attention a community will pay to this phenomenon. If a community is willing to
establish these challenging spaces, they will come and go. They will be part of a dynamic
development, though we are certainly aware of its lightness - a mere sigh and it could be
all over - we know that at this moment these public spaces are still optional. There is no
necessity to build them. Yet once people are engaged in a process and trust the
procedure, the strength of the particular genesis of these spaces comes to the fore.
Sharing experiences and preferences, generating a strong commitment among
participants and visitors, ensuring that everyone is listened to carefully: these are
essential aspects of Theory U. These are vital for the construction of a space with a
specific mental dimension leading to an ever-growing determination to find answers to
questions that entice us to draw on our creativity.
Taking a closer look at the analogous spaces, we notice how these spaces become real
by means of the matrices. These matrices embrace many different elements: space and
game, travel and play, looking and acting. Matrices became an explicit visual tool leading
to experiences and a transformation of experiences. Looking, in particular the playful
variation of the activity, which appeared mostly in a social context, lay at the base. It is this
layered looking, in accordance with Scharmer’s ideas, which makes it a successful
operation. A coach, participant or researcher, who sees to it that all conditions are fulfilled,
will reach this stage and tighten and improve the process for all. This research trajectory
has led to a specific use of matrices. Discussion of the fieldwork has led to a kind of

roadmap being drawn up, which makes it possible to use matrices accurately and
precisely in various constellations. We use matrices as means to interact with other
people, to stimulate and subsequently order and structure their experiences, in order to
apply them towards practical applications. Most of the time, this happens when it is done
with a creative attitude. In other words, with this method we develop tools for collaboration,
so that people can solve the types of problems that are characteristic of their domain or
discipline. As mentioned before, all these problems require creative insights, action,
reaction, vision, and reflection.
The use of matrices has given rise to a view on looking - as an event in space and time at the way a person is looking, which occasionally leads to some creative insights. What
started as an investigation into the nature of a certain way of looking has turned into an
undertaking that has led to a series of transformations. Hundreds of people have during
these workshops changed the way they are looking at issues linked with creativity. The
concept of what a helpful tool may consist of has gradually transformed from just a simple
sketch to a rather more complex set of matrices. In parallel with this evolution, the role of
the architect has changed from being a designer to being a designer of transformative
experiences. Finally, our view of what exactly might be at the core of this research project
has become more focused: transformation as an event that makes a person’s thinking,
seeing, being more relevant. Which was the objective of this practice-based research
trajectory.
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